**EPAS Kit-1 (EPAS Kit with Blank Input Shaft) Sizes of the Unit.**

The EPAS Kit-1 Unit must be installed in-between the steering wheel and the steering unit in the vehicle.

---

**Basic Motorsport Electric Power Steering Kit**

(Part No EPAS Kit-1) Sizes & extra Information

Drawing below is the unit with Input & output shafts installed.

Blank Input shaft installed on the Top of the Unit.

- **Input shaft** is 24mm OD & 200mm long over all.
- **Please Note**
  Longer Shafts are available if needed they are 400mm over all.

- **Output couplings** are supplied with each kit.
  These are on a slip joint shaft this can be used as the collapsible steering column section for main road approvals if needed! (Will collapse 40mm)

For more information please contact Ultimate Power Steering (07) 3889 7077 or visit our website.
Photos below are the **EPAS Kit-1** Motor & Gearbox Assembly.

The ECU can be unbolted from the bottom of the unit to allow for easier installation if needed!

**Out-put Spine**
11/16” OD (17.40mm) with 54 Spines.

**Motor & Gearbox Assembly Only 6.5 Kg.**

**Blank Input Shaft to be installed into top of Unit.**

**Top Input Shaft View EPAS Kit-1**
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